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WisdomTree has been enhancing its technology infrastructure to help clients understand performance drivers of our
Indexes, the markets generally and how to optimize portfolios. One new attribution engine we developed has been
particularly helpful in evaluating market dynamics.

 

Below I highlight how various factors are impacting U.S. large-cap stocks in 2017 through October 31.

 

Profitability as a factor has been rewarded in 2017. Breaking out the S&P 500 into quintiles of factors, profitability
o r return-on-equity (ROE) quintiles had large differences in returns, with the top three ROE quintiles showing
significantly better returns than the bottom two ROE quintiles and negative earners. ROE as a factor mattered.

On a dividend yield basis, there was significant underperformance of the top dividend yield quintiles compared to
the lowest-dividend quintile or zero-dividend-yield stocks. Dividend yield has been an unhelpful factor in 2017.

On an earnings yield basis, again cheaper stocks lagged the more expensive stocks, with the first quintile stocks
with highest earnings yields (lowest P/E ratios) having the worst returns and the fifth quintile for most expensive,
lowest-earnings-yield stocks having the best returns. P/E ratio did not matter.

 

Market Drivers of the S&P 500, by Fundamental Metrics

 

Let’s drill further into two WisdomTree Indexes on opposite sides of the performance bar in 2017 to understand market
behavior more: the broad WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index, which lagged with over-weights to high dividend stocks,
and the WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Index, which outperformed alongside the high-ROE quintiles.

 

Standard Sector Analysis

 

Let’s begin the performance decomposition with sector analysis of the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index compared to a
broad market capitalization-weighted index, the MSCI U.S.A Index.
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Year-to-date, the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index had a tough performance period, lagging the benchmark by just
under 500 basis points.

 

Explaining the attribution:

 

The sectors in this attribution table are sorted by the “total attribution,” which can come from one of three sources: The
first is the allocation differences to that sector (whether it was over-weighted or under-weighted) and whether that sector
outperformed the market. Then there is also stock selection within a sector—and whether the investment methodology
added value compared to the benchmark within the sector. And finally, there is an interaction component between these
two in terms of weighting and stock selection/methodology.

 

In 2017, there has been a large dispersion in returns, with the technology sector being the lead sector of the market, up
37.2% through October 31. This sector is the biggest weight in market capitalization-weighted benchmarks and the
biggest differential in the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index compared to the market. It is no surprise that this sector thus
created a drag, and approximately 50% of the performance difference year-to-date can be explained by this sector. The
next two greatest drags came from high-dividend sectors—telecommunication services and real estate, both of which
received greater weight in the WisdomTree U.S. Dividend Index compared to the market.

 

Quality Outperforming

 

Not all dividend indexes are underperforming in 2017, however. The WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Index,
which selects its constituents based on screens for earnings growth estimates and quality variables, is outperforming its
broad, large-cap benchmark, the S&P 500 Index.

 

Interestingly, while this Index has closer representation to the broad market in the technology sector, in this dividend
Index, technology was also a drag, as dividend-paying technology stocks and stock selection were a net drag on
performance.

 

This was overcome by the quality Index focus on industrials, where there was a large over-weight position and also
positive stock selection benefits, as well as a large under-weight to energy that benefited the Index.
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Going beyond sector attribution, we can also look at this attribution according to fundamental sorts. This Quality
Dividend Growth Index has a sorting process that rewards companies with higher ROE than the market. Comparing ROE
quintiles of the WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Index to the S&P 500, as shown earlier, one can see that in
the first quintile, for highest-ROE companies, the WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Index has 42.9% allocated
there, while the market has only 22.8% there.

 

This over-weight was one of the top drivers of performance. The other segment that really helped was under-weighting
the lowest-profitability stocks, the fifth quintile of ROE, which was only 2.1% of the WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend
Growth Index but 15.3% of the S&P 500. Both the under-weight to this sector but also stock selection within that quintile
helped.

 

In general, what this table shows is the WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Index has more than 90% allocated to
the top three quintiles by ROE, whereas the S&P 500 only has about 60% allocated there. These profitability tilts were
rewarded in 2017, and it also helps to understand the general approach of the WisdomTree Index to focus on the
highest-profitability stocks while avoiding the worst-ranking ROE stocks.

 

ROE Quintiles: WTDGI

 

While understanding the drivers of performance in 2017 cannot lead you to say these ROE quintiles will continue to
perform as they have, it does help you understand market dynamics more fully. Dividend yield as a factor has not been
rewarded in 2017—perhaps so much that it will cause some to start exploring it as a candidate for mean reversion
opportunities given the relative underperformance for the highest-quintile stocks. 

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
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For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

S&P 500 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the Standard and Poor’s Index
Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading industries in the United States economy.

Return on Equity (ROE)  : Measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much profit a company generates with
the money shareholders have invested.

Dividend yield  : A financial ratio that shows how much a company pays out in dividends each year relative to its share
price.

Earnings yield  : The earnings per share for the most recent 12-month period divided by the current market price per
share. The earnings yield (which is the inverse of the P/E ratio) shows the percentage of each dollar invested in the stock
that was earned by the company.

Fundamentals  : Attributes related to a company’s actual operations and production as opposed to changes in share
price.

MSCI USA Index  : is designed to measure the performance of large and mid cap segments of the US market.

Market capitalization-weighting  : Market cap = share prices x number of shares outstanding. Firms with the highest
values receive the highest weights in approaches designed to weight firms by market cap.
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